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Watlow® Sensors for Thermo King®
Protect Precious Cargo
The invention of refrigerated
transportation by Thermo King’s
first electrical engineer, Fredrick
McKinley Jones, revolutionized the
cold logistics chain just in time to
transport medicine, blood plasma
and food during World War II.1
Since Thermo King’s first patent in
1940, advancements in precision
temperature control for refrigerated
trucks and trailers have enabled the
movement of an ever-growing array
of frozen and refrigerated meat,
seafood, produce, pharmaceuticals,
medical supplies and more over
long distances without spoilage.
Transport cooling system reliability
has become paramount amid varied
climates and road conditions.
Market leader Thermo King® teamed
up with Watlow in 1993 to develop
custom controllers, designed and
manufactured by Watlow’s team in
Winona, Minn. “Thermo King® had
been working internally to develop
and manufacture its own controller,
but challenges and budget concerns
brought them to us for help,” said
Brad Skillicorn, Watlow business
unit manager. “Our design moved
them from controllers using solid
state electronics with valves and

Team members working in three production lines at Watlow’s manufacturing center of excellence
in Queretaro, Mexico produce hundreds of thousands of high-performance sensors each year for
Thermo King®. Photo by Luis Caballero

“Our design moved them from controllers
using solid state electronics with valves
and big timers to microprocessorbased electronics, which enabled a lot of
innovation.”
Brad Skillicorn
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big timers to microprocessor-based
electronics, which enabled a lot of
innovation.” At the time, Thermo
King® was content with the sensors
used in its transport cooling systems.
But Watlow engineers working
with Thermo King® on controllers
spotted ways to enhance system
performance with Watlow sensors.
Over the span of a decade, they
presented a series of ideas for
building better sensors. Thermo
King® found no reason to explore
a change until its existing sensor
supplier’s quality dropped. After 80
failed sensors a month – or about
4,000 parts per million – began
arriving from its service departments
around the world, Thermo King®
signed a letter of intent with Watlow
to begin rapid sensor product
development and testing.
“The rise in the prior sensors’ failure
rate was one of the biggest reasons
Thermo King® entertained the idea
of switching to us for sensors,” said
Rick Williams, Watlow engineering
team leader. “As the project was in
its infancy and we moved toward
production and release, one of our
guiding visions was a truckload
of blood plasma being transported
across the country for a health
emergency. If the refrigeration
went down, the results were lifethreatening.”
The efforts addressed a key pain
point for Thermo King®: The high
risk of load loss, which can be as
great as several million dollars
for a single load of refrigerated

Thermo King’s reefer units use Watlow controllers
and up to 11 Watlow sensors to achieve high
temperature-control system reliability.

pharmaceuticals. “If the controller
is not regulating to the right
temperature, it must alert the driver
to protect the load,” Skillicorn
said. “The trucking company bears
responsibility for keeping the load at
the proper temperature. The carrier
will come after Thermo King® for
the value of any load loss due to
system failure.”
Merging the creative efforts of
Thermo King® engineers with
Watlow’s controller and sensor
teams boosted system integration
and value. Thermo King® needed
components that were durable,
reliable, accurate and consistent
for climate control under the most
adverse road and climate conditions.
Watlow’s solution included a
solderless bending and crimping
process to connect the internal
sensor circuitry to the controller,
eliminating cold and broken
solder joints. Watlow used special

materials to absorb the shock of
road bumps and vibrations. Hybrid
sealing methods were used to keep
electronic circuits clean and dry.
A laser permanently identified and
graded each sensor.
Watlow’s sensor team in Richmond,
Ill. was experienced in launching
new high-volume production lines,
having tackled the ramp-up and
production of EXACTSENSE®
thermocouple sensors to meet global
emission requirements for diesel
engines beginning in 2006.

EXACTSENSE® temperature sensor
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“Meeting Thermo King’s demand
required producing a sensor every
20 to 30 seconds,” Williams said.
“There’s great complexity and
exactitude in the process. Every
sensor goes through our calibration
process to create the extreme
exactitude -- within 0.1°C accuracy
when paired with the Watlow
controller.” Field performance
has been five times more exact,
supporting the critical nature of the
entire system. Field returns now
average four per month, a 20-fold
improvement.
“Our whole process is dependent
on a team approach,” noted Greg
Wagner, vice president and general
manager of Watlow’s thermal
solutions business unit. “Our success
depends upon the many people of
Watlow on our control, sensors and
advanced design teams, along with
our customers and production line
operators.”
Watlow launched three new sensors
for Thermo King® in late 2009 and
early 2010: An air sensor, a coolant
sensor and a bus sensor. “We did
rapid tasting to find all the failure
modes to improve the reliability and
performance of our products before
they reached the field. We did liquidto-liquid testing, immersion testing,
humidity testing and vibration
testing,” said Nathan Frost, vice
president of manufacturing North
America. “Our continuous testing
on the production line minimizes
variations for consistent quality.”

Watlow air and coolant sensors developed for Thermo King’s refrigerated trucks
and trailers delivered a 20-fold improvement in field performance. The sensors’
reliability, performance and accuracy support Thermo King’s ongoing leadership in
refrigerated transport.

A decade later, Watlow is fulfilling
Thermo King’s needs with three
lines at its manufacturing center of
excellence in Queretaro, Mexico.
Watlow’s deep commitment to
lean manufacturing principles is
apparent in the lean manufacturing
cells. “The labeling and grading
process is inline and automated
to keep up with making hundreds
of thousands of sensors each
year,” said Jeff Diestelmeier, vice
president and general manager
– energy and environmental
technologies business unit.

Queretaro Thermo King team

With Watlow’s controllers and
sensors, Thermo King® was able to
play a key role in delivering portable
solutions to keep COVID-19
vaccines frozen to -40° Celsius over
extended periods of time during
2020-2021.
In addition, Thermo King® and
Watlow continue to explore ways
to improve sensor reliability,
performance and accuracy, which in
turn support Thermo King’s ongoing
leadership in refrigerated transport.

